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h. l. mencken letters 0.3 linear feet loyola university ... - h. l. mencken letters 0.3 linear feet loyola
university library department of special collections & archives collection #6 . 1 h. l. mencken's letters to lou
wylie: an introduction sometime in 1927 lou wylie submitted a poem to the american mercury, a leading
journal of letters and opinion. on september 26, 1927 h. l. mencken, editor of that magazine, wrote wylie that
her poem had been ... letters of h.l. mencken - foresttwpseniorcenter - letters of h.l. mencken by h. l
mencken ; guy jean forgue confident, opinionated, and inherently controversial, the complex figure of h.l.
mencken towers over american dreiser-mencken letters: the correspondence of theodore ... - thomas
p. riggio, ed. dreiser-mencken letters: the correspondence of theodore dreiser and h. l. mencken, 1907-1945.
philadelphia: u of pennsylvania p, 1986. h.l. mencken - american writers 62 - h.l. mencken - american
writers 62 philip wagner published by university of minnesota press wagner, philip. h.l. mencken - american
writers 62: university of minnesota pamphlets on american writers. mencken on mencken - project muse mencken on mencken h. l. mencken, s. t. joshi published by louisiana state university press mencken, l. &
joshi, t.. mencken on mencken: a new collection of autobiographical writings. h. l. mencken collection - oac
pdf server - cataloged monographs and serials by and about h. l. mencken, which is also housed in special
collections. these small these small items consist of promotional materials, special event publications, letters,
and one sound recording. h. l. (henry louis) mencken - normanc.utexas - abstract: includes several
manuscripts and a number of letters written by the american writer, editor, and critic h. l. mencken to
associates such as horace brodzky, frank harris, joseph hergesheimer, and others. the literary criticism of
h. l: mencken - the pieces selected by nolte in his h. l. mencken's smart set criticism has prompted me to
affirm the contention that mencken has been notably underrated as a critic. in defense of women - the
absolute - iii author's introduction as a professional critic of life and letters, my principal business in the world
is that of manufacturing platitudes for tomorrow, which is to say, ideas ms collection name: mencken
correspondence: appendixes 165 ... - until the 1930s mencken seldom dated his letters with the year. but
he used a but he used a variety of letterheads which may indicate the span of years in which a letter falls. ms
collection name: mencken correspondence. section g ... - collection name: mencken correspondence.
section h. mencken (per lohrfinck) to elizabeth taylor, collector. ha. lohrfinck to taylor . hs ix. the fringes of
lovely letters - amazon web services - ix. the fringes of lovely letters 1 authorship as a trade it is my
observation as an editor that most beginning au-thors are attracted to the trade of letters, not because they
the new york public library manuscripts and archives divisoa - accessio~ record as indicated in the
introduction, hmy l. menckam gave most of his literary correspondeace to the new york public library in 1956,
tsrough november-decembci 1976-voi.v,no.6 a gang of pecksniffs ... - a gang of pecksniffs edited and
with an introduction by theo lippman, jr. lettersofh.l. mencken edited by guy j. forgue november-decembci
1976-voi.v,no.6
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